Abstract-Recent advances in antenna and circuit design enable radios that operate in full duplex mode on a single channel with very low residual self-interference. In this paper, the use of such full duplex radios in a wireless local area network (WLAN) is explored. Different scenarios in which the full duplex transmission can be exploited are studied. A distributed full duplex MAC design based on IEEE 802.11 DCF that adopts to the traffic conditions is proposed. The proposed MAC design works for both ad hoc and infrastructure modes of WLAN and takes into consideration new interference and contention during full duplex transmissions. OPNET simulations comparing the performance of the proposed MAC with traditional half duplex based IEEE 802.11 DCF show that the new MAC protocol provides up to 88% throughput gain in a heavily loaded network.
I. INTRODUCTION
Traditional radio transceivers are generally not able to receive and transmit on the same frequency band at the same time because of the crosstalk (self-interference) between transmitter and the receiver circuits. Thus, most of today's bidirectional systems rely on orthogonal signaling dimensions, such as time or frequency. An example of such a system is time division duplex (TDD) or frequency division duplex (FDD). Recent developments in antenna design and analog/digital interference cancellation [1] - [5] have challenged this limitation and resulted in crosstalk cancelation up to 110 dB, which make it feasible to transmit and receive on a common carrier with very low residual self-interference.
In this work, we focus on designing a MAC protocol that enables FD transmission in a wireless local area network (WLAN) system. We first observe the different scenarios in which the FD transmissions can be exploited in a WLAN, where the main challenge is to discover and coordinate a set of stations to participate in FD transmissions in a distributed manner. Further, in some scenarios, FD transmission results in new inter-node interference which needs to be minimized in order to benefit from FD transmission. We propose a MAC design that can enable all scenarios opportunistically in a distributed manner, while taking care of new inter-node interference. Figure 1 illustrates four possible scenarios with FD enabled nodes in a wireless LAN. In IEEE 802.11 DCF mode, each node that has a non-empty queue contends for the channel according to the CSMA/CA protocol. We call the node that captures the channel to be the primary transmitter (PT), and the intended receiver to be primary receiver (PR). In the case of FD nodes, the next step for the MAC protocol is to find a set of nodes that can simultaneously communicate, for which we denote the transmitter and receiver by secondary transmitter (ST) and secondary receiver (SR), respectively. According to the traffic condition at the nodes that participate in a FD transmission, four possible cases arise:
1) The PT and PR both have traffic for each other: As shown in Figure 1 (a), the system can establish a bidirectional transmission between PT and PR. Thus in this case, the PR and PT also become the ST and SR, respectively. 2) The PR does not have a packet for the PT, however, it has a packet to a third node: As shown in Figure 1 (b), the system can group three nodes for destination based FD transmission, where the PR uses its FD radio and starts the secondary transmission to its own receiver. Thus, the PR also becomes the ST and its receiver becomes the SR. This case is important in the infrastructure mode, when for an uplink transmission there is no downlink traffic available for the same station. In that case, the access point (AP) can start a simultaneous transmission to another station (for which it has downlink traffic).
3) The PR does not have any packet to transmit but a third node wants to transmit to PT: Figure 1 (c) shows the case of source based three node FD transmission, where a third node becomes the ST transmitting to the PT, and the PT uses its FD feature to also become the SR. In the infrastructure mode, this situation occurs when for a downlink transmission, the station does not have any simultaneous uplink traffic. Then the AP finds another station to transmit to it. 4) Neither the PR has traffic to send to anyone nor the PT finds an another node to transmit data to it: The transmission will happen in only one direction in half duplex (HD) mode, as shown in Figure 1 (d).
In the first three cases, all the nodes which do simultaneous transmission and reception get residual self-interference at their reception. Furthermore, in cases 2 and 3, which requires three nodes for FD transmission, an inter-node interference exists (i.e. at SR from PT in Figure 1 (b) and at PR from ST in Figure 1(c) ). A MAC protocol should schedule the nodes such that inter-node interference can be avoided or minimized.
In the research literature, there have been a few efforts to design FD MAC protocols for WLAN. However, there does not exist a complete distributed MAC design that allows for all the scenarios discussed above. In [1] , [6] only two node FD transmissions are considered. In [7] , both two node and destination based three node FD transmissions are considered. To mitigate/avoid the inter-node interference from PT to SR, ST uses its past information of successful secondary transmissions in the presence of the given PT. This past information based method is not efficient for a network of nodes with high mobility, where the topology changes rapidly. Our design allows this interference to be measured dynamically based on the latest channel information.
In [8] , two node and source based FD transmissions are proposed. In the case of two node FD transmission, a shared random back-off method based on a modification of the standard back-off algorithm is proposed. In general, the time duration by random back-off countdown is much lower than actual data transmission which will prevent their proposed method to enable both nodes to access the channel at the same time and start their FD transmission without any handshaking process. Our MAC design allows a short handshaking process which enables FD transmissions with less overhead. For the source based three node FD transmission, a snooping method is proposed in [7] , which enables a new node to become the ST to transmit to the PT. In case of multiple STs, they proposed a probabilistic approach, in which each ST transmits with a different probability based on its current maximum contention window. This method may not be efficient in case of a higher number of such nodes. In our design, we propose a more efficient frequency based contention resolution to handle this situation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents our proposed MAC design in detail. Section III contains simulation results for the proposed MAC design. Conclusions are presented in Section IV.
II. COMPONENTS OF A DISTRIBUTED MAC PROTOCOL
As discussed in Section I, a FD capability can be used in different ways based on the traffic conditions. In this section, we describe the complete design of our MAC protocol that exploits all scenarios in a distributed manner. This design is based on IEEE 802.11 CSMA/CA protocol that takes care of the contention between multiple nodes for the primary transmissions.
A. Two node FD transmission
Suppose node A wins the channel and successfully starts the primary transmission to its destination, node B. Node A, after sending MAC header, waits for node B's reply that indicates what kind of FD transmission (based on the categorization in Section I ) can be enabled. For this, we introduce a new two bit signal/notification called full duplex acknowledgment (FDA). The different possible values of FDA are given in Table I . For example, in the two node FD case, where node B also has data for node A, it replies FDA with value '0' to node A. After this, node B starts the secondary transmission by transmitting its data to node A. Node A, after sending the MAC header to node B, sends a busy tone during the FDA reception from node B to prevent other nodes to start its transmission during this period. This is illustrated in Figure 2 .
We also introduce a one bit signal/notification called transmission flag (TF) to be used at PT during the source based three node FD transmission (Section II-C). In the two node FD case, this bit is set to '0' which prevents node A's neighbors to start any new transmission to node A during its communication to node B. After the TF, node A starts its data transmission to node B as shown in Figure 2 . This allows for simultaneous reception and transmission. If say from PT to PR as shown in Figure 2 , one transmission finishes before the other transmission, the node whose transmission ends earlier starts sending a busy tone to protect its reception. Once the data transmission from both nodes are completed, they send their ACKs simultaneously.
B. Destination based three node FD transmission
As in Section II-A, consider a PT (node A) and PR (node B). When node B does not have data for node A, but has data for another node (node C), it notifies this to node A through an FDA reply with value '1' as shown in Figure 3 . Node B then starts the secondary transmission by sending its packet to the node C. Node A first uses the busy tone and TF bit '0' to stop any other neighboring node from transmitting, and then transmits its data to node B. Note that in this case there is an inter-node interference from node A to node C. To handle that, node C measures the interference from node A to make sure that the transmission from node B to node C can take place successfully in the presence of node A's transmission. Node B, after sending its MAC header to node C, waits for its response. At node C, the signal to interference ratio (SIR) is measured based on the transmission power strength, overheard from node A during the node A's transmission to node B (PLCP header and MAC header) and the power of the signal received from node B. Suppose h AC denotes the channel gain between node A and C, and h BC is the channel gain between node B and C. The power of node A is P A , and node B is P B , resulting in the SIR at node C
If SIR C is above the minimum threshold γ th , determined so that the minimum data rate can be sustained then node C sends an FDA reply with value '2' to node B, which notifies node B to continue its transmission. Then, node B starts sending its data to node C, while simultaneously receiving data from node A. In this case, both nodes A and B send busy tones to prevent other nodes in their neighborhood to start their transmission during the FDA transmission from node C to node B. Here, we assume that the busy tone signal from node A is known at node B, so it can decode the FDA reply from node C correctly in the presence of node A's busy tone. Moreover, in this case, TF bit is set to '0' at both node A and node B. In the other case, when SIR C does not satisfy the minimum threshold constraint, node C sends an FDA with value '3' to node B, which stops node B from transmitting further to node C, and only one successful transmission (node A to node B) takes place.
C. Source based three node FD transmission
In this section, we discuss the case when PR, node B, does not have any data to send to anyone. Figure 4 illustrates this case, where node B sends FDA reply with value '2' through FDA to the PT, node A, which means that node B does not want to enable any secondary transmission. Node A then looks for the possibility of enabling FD transmission to itself by finding a node that can become an ST, and which can start a simultaneous transmission to it. Node A notifies its other neighbors that a new transmission can be started to node A by setting the TF bit to '1', and after that continues its data transmission to node B.
In this case, there will be an inter-node interference from the new node (ST) to node B. Only those nodes whose transmissions do not affect the communication from node A to node B that is satisfying the minimum SIR requirement at node B, are qualified to transmit to node A. Suppose node K wishes to transmit to node A, has power P K and channel gain h KB towards node B, then the SIR at node B should satisfy All the neighbors of node A, who want to transmit to node A after getting TF bit of value '1' need to satisfy the above constraint. To meet this requirement, a method by using inverse power echo signal proposed in [9] is used. In this case, node B, which receives the power P A |h AB | 2 from node A, sets its power for the FDA reply to
where Z is a well-defined system constant [9] . Node K receives node B's FDA reply at power level
To satisfy the the constraint given in (2), received power at node K should be such that
Here, we assumed that h KB = h BK . All neighbors which satisfy the above constraint are qualified to transmit to node A. Since there may be multiple such nodes, all nodes which satisfy the above constraint must take part in the contention to transmit. The protocol reserves a frequency-time resource block for the contention resolution. The complete frequency band is divided in to several subcarriers. Each node who wants to transmit to node A randomly chooses a subcarrier and sends a busy tone on that subcarrier. If node A hears the busy tone on multiple subcarriers, it randomly chooses one out of those multiple subcarriers and replies with busy tone on the chosen subcarrier. Thus, only the node who chose the subcarrier on which node A sends a busy tone will start its transmission to node A. Other nodes become silent and do not attempt to transmit to node A during its current transmission. This design reduces collisions in the case in which node A's neighbors do not listen to each other's transmissions and start to transmit even after one of the transmissions to node A has already started. Note that this case is not handled in [8] . For example, as shown in Figure 4 , there are three neighbors, node D, E, and F of node A, which want to transmit to node A, after getting the TF bit of '1' from it. Only nodes D and E satisfy the constraint (5), and they randomly choose a subcarrier to send a busy tone. As illustrated in Figure 4 , node A chooses node E's subcarrier and only node E starts its transmission to node A. In this design, two or more neighbors of node A who want to transmit may select the same subcarrier. Moreover, if node A selects that subcarrier to reply, the transmissions of those multiple nodes will collide at node A. They may also corrupt the ongoing transmission of node A to node B. Nevertheless, having a large number of subcarriers reduces the probability of choosing the same subcarrier at two or more nodes and at node A.
III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed MAC protocol, we developed a simulation model in OPNET. We compare the proposed MAC with the standard IEEE 802.11 DCF with only HD transmissions. Although the proposed MAC design can be applied to both ad-hoc and infrastructure modes of WLAN, for simulation purposes, we only show the results for the infrastructure mode. As discussed in Section I, in the infrastructure mode, source based three node FD transmission can be enabled when the primary transmission is in downlink (AP to STA) direction; similarly, destination based three node FD transmission can be enabled when the primary transmission is in the uplink direction (STA to AP).
We assume that each node is capable of transmitting and receiving at rates specified in the IEEE 802.11g standard, and the cell radius is 100 meters. Independent slow Rayleigh fading among each pair of stations and additive white Gaussian noise is adopted as the channel model. The simulated system consists of one AP at the center of a cell with N mobile stations. All other simulation parameters are shown in Table II .
First we consider a heavily loaded system where each station has at least one packet to transmit at anytime. Figure 5 shows the average system throughput for different selfinterference cancellation capabilities. In this paper, we consider a basic self-interference model in which the cancellation capability does not vary with the transmission power, so for the given transmission power P T and the self-interference cancellation value C SI , the residual self-interference power is given by Figure 5 shows that the proposed MAC design provides a significant throughput gain over the standard IEEE 802.11 DCF. As the self-interference cancellation capability is improved, the throughput of the system increases. We observe more than 85% improvement over HD system for FD systems that have 80 dB or more self-interference cancellation capability, which is well in the realm of the systems proposed in the literature [4] , [8] . In this topology, we set the carrier sensing threshold such that each station can sense any other transmissions. As we increase the number of stations, throughput decreases because of higher collision probability due to higher number of stations that want to start their transmission at the same instant, which is the beginning of primary transmission. This is the primary cause of collisions and will happen in both legacy IEEE 802.11 and our proposed MAC. Thus, throughput decreases for both systems as the number of stations increases. Figure 6 considers a system with 40 stations and compares a heavily loaded system that always works in the two node FD transmissions mode with a system in which 50% of the stations have full buffered data and the remaining 50% of the stations have only either uplink or downlink traffic. In the latter case, both three node FD transmissions and HD transmissions could occur. Table III shows the FD throughput gain over HD for both cases. It shows lower gain in the system if only some of the nodes perform two node FD transmissions. There are two primary reasons for this: (1) extra overhead in the three node FD transmission design, (2) different data rates for the uplink and downlink links in three node FD transmission, where system performance is limited by the slower link of the two.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have considered the use of common carrier FD radios in IEEE 802.11 based WLANs. We have proposed a MAC design that enables bi-directional and three nodes transmissions using FD radios. Our MAC design is able to accommodate all scenarios in which FD transmission could take place, which is determined by traffic conditions. At the same time, our design takes into account several other practical issues such as inter-node interference in the three node FD transmissions, and contention in source based three node FD transmissions. An OPNET modeler based simulation shows that the proposed MAC provides upto 88% throughput gain over the standard IEEE 802.11 DCF based MAC in a heavily loaded network.
